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Why set up a Pride Group?
Pride Groups provide a safe place for LGBT+ and ally young people
to meet, socialise and make positive change in their school.
Help pupils feel safer and less isolated
Reduce anti-LGBT+ bullying and make your school more inclusive
Stress-free start-up with our support and fortnightly resources
Get online training and meet other teachers running Pride Groups
Seriously rewarding and pupils love them!
You don’t need to be LGBT+ nor an expert! Young people need allies, and we
provide all the training, resources and support you'll need.
Did you know? LGBT+ pupils are twice as likely to be bullied, experience depression
and anxiety. However, positive LGBT+ messaging is linked to pupils having better
mental health and wellbeing, whether they're LGBT+ or not!

Making the case
“I’ve worked with Just Like Us for over two years now,
they’ve been absolutely awesome at providing
resources both within our Pride Group and on a whole
academy basis. It’s really important to talk about LGBT+
inclusion in schools – this is a reality, this is happening to
our students and sometimes they need support and
guidance. If you’re nervous about setting up a Pride
Group, I would just go for it – honestly, it’s easy. You’ll
be welcoming students into an environment where they
feel safe, happy and secure. It’s so worth it.”
– Alison Ollett, drama teacher at Plume Academy

Pride Groups help improve student wellbeing, transform school culture
and are incredibly rewarding. We can support you with SLT buy-in.

Why pupils love Pride Groups
“In the Group, we’ve done lots of activities. It’s
encouragement for a lot of people and gets people aware
of it too. It can be really amazing to have something that
includes everyone.” – Cleo, Year 9 pupil

“School was a bad time for me, as I got misgendered
most days and deadnamed, as well as experiencing a lot
of biphobia and transphobia concerning things like toilets
and where I could and couldn’t go. Having a Pride Group
in my school is probably the biggest reason I got
through it all.” – Tristan, a former pupil

Support with setting up your Pride Group
Just Like Us will be with you all the way. Our Pride Groups programme includes:
The School Staff Champion toolkit: A 40-page guide to starting and maintaining your
group, including how to successfully run your group online during covid if you need
The Student Leader toolkit: a 40-page guide to supporting your Student Leaders
How-to guides including publicity materials, ground rules, Student Leader code of conduct,
‘Understanding gender activity’, activity ideas bank, key terms, plus potential concerns and
complaints and how to respond
Engaging and topical LGBT+ resources every fortnight to use with your Pride Group,
focused on what’s happening in the world today and what your students care about – from
being a visible ally, LGBT+ cinema, being an LGBT+ person of faith and coming out
Virtual training sessions every term

Just £99+VAT for 12 months
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